
NEXT STEPS TO GROW

Mondorf-les-Bains, February 17th, 2023: Motion-S, the Luxembourg-based data-driven mobility analytics
company, announced today that the board decided to strengthen the company's focus on mobility data analytics
solutions. New solutions based on OEM-connected car data will be a centerpiece of the company’s offer. Motion-S
will continue to expand its business activities related to its white-labeled insurance telematics platform and fleet
optimization API that covers safe and sustainable driving and predictive vehicle wear analytics.

To drive the company to the next level, the board of directors further decided on a change in the company's
management. As of March 01st, 2023, Andres Petrillo will take over the position of CEO from German Castignani,
co-founder of the company. The board thanks German for his outstanding engagement in leading the company
successfully during the past three years as a CEO. German will continue to support the company's growth as an
advisor to Motion-S and will remain a shareholder of the company.

German underlines: "Motion-S has proven since its foundation as a university spin-off to be an innovative mobility
analytics company. I am convinced that Andres, in the position of CEO, will succeed in expanding the company's
product and service portfolio, building on the achievements of the past years."

Andres Petrillo was previously responsible for Expansion Programs Europe at Amazon, Luxembourg. Before joining
Amazon, he held several executive positions at Aracar Group and Acsys with a solid entrepreneurial focus.
Furthermore, he brings in startup experience from Mindbot, an IT technology company developing and delivering
products in IoT, software development, and IT consultancy.

Andres states: "I am thrilled to take on this new challenge and responsibility. Motion-S is perfectly positioned to
implement its business strategy further and bring our solution portfolio to the next level. I am very proud to take
over the lead of a great team. Innovation, out-of-the-box thinking, and excellence can only lead us to great
achievements."

Motion-S is on its track - stay tuned not to miss the upcoming revolution in mobility data analytics!

About Motion-S
Motion-S empowers its clients to design and implement new data-driven products and services in smart mobility,
insurance, and the automotive industry by collecting, augmenting, analyzing, and profiling vast amounts of data
from moving vehicles and individuals. The company is a leading data-driven behavior analytics solution provider in
the mobility ecosystem and a trusted partner for companies from multiple industries providing them with the most
advanced, accurate, and customized solution on the market – giving them a head start in telematics.
www.motion-s.com

http://www.motion-s.com

